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Abstract

We analyze a multi-year record of aerosol smoke plume heights derived from observa-
tions over North America made by the Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR)
instrument on board the NASA Earth Observing System Terra satellite. We character-
ize the magnitude and variability of smoke plume heights for various biomes, and as-5

sess the contribution of local atmospheric and fire conditions to this variability. Plume
heights are highly variable, ranging from a few hundred meters up to 5000 m above
the terrain at the Terra overpass time (11:00–14:00 local time). The largest plumes
are found over the boreal region (median values of ∼850 m height, 24 km length and
940 m thickness), whereas the smallest plumes are found over cropland and grass-10

land fires in the contiguous US (median values of ∼530 m height, 12 km length and
550–640 m thickness). The analysis of plume heights in combination with assimilated
meteorological observations from the NASA Goddard Earth Observing System indi-
cates that a significant fraction (4–12%) of plumes from fires are injected above the
boundary layer (BL), consistent with earlier results for Alaska and the Yukon Territories15

during summer 2004. Most of the plumes located above the BL (>83%) are trapped
within stable atmospheric layers. We find a correlation between plume height and the
MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) fire radiative power (FRP)
thermal anomalies associated with each plume. Smoke plumes located in the free tro-
posphere (FT) exhibit larger FRP values (1620–1640 MW) than those remaining within20

the BL (174–465 MW). Plumes located in the FT without a stable layer reach higher
altitudes and are more spread-out vertically than those associated with distinct stable
layers (2490 m height and 2790 m thickness versus 1880 m height and 1800 thickness).
The MISR plume climatology exhibits a well-defined seasonal cycle of plume heights
in boreal and temperate biomes, with greater heights during June–July. MODIS FRP25

measurements indicate that larger summertime heights are the result of higher fire in-
tensity, likely due to more severe fire weather during these months. This work demon-
strates the significant effect of fire radiative heat and atmospheric structure on the ulti-
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mate rise of fire emissions, and underlines the importance of considering such physical
processes in modeling smoke dispersion.

1 Introduction

Emissions from fires contribute significantly to the composition of the atmosphere at
regional to global scales. A wide range of chemically active trace gases (e.g. CO,5

non-methane hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides) are released during combustion (Goode
et al., 2000; Andreae and Merlet, 2001), with potentially important consequences for
the oxidizing capacity of the atmosphere and tropospheric O3 formation. In addition,
fires are important sources of aerosols, which have strong radiative effects (Forster
et al., 2007).10

The altitude reached by fires emissions is a complex function of fire energy and local
meteorology present at the time of burning. As a result, fires show large variability in
the vertical distribution of emissions near the source, often referred to as the injection
height. For instance, some studies have shown that smoke plumes from individual fires
are often completely trapped within the boundary layer (BL) (Trentmann et al., 2002). In15

contrast, other studies determined that major fires can produce enough energy to inject
emissions above the BL. Aircraft measurements made over Alaska and Canada de-
tected plumes from boreal wildfires between 2 to 7 km (Wofsy et al., 1992; Blake et al.,
1994; de Gouw et al., 2006).Wildfire plumes can even reach the lower stratosphere
(>10 km) due to strong convection associated with the fires, but such pyro-convective20

events are not common (Fromm et al., 2000, 2005; Damoah et al., 2006). Based on
four experimental fires, Lavoue et al. (2000) showed that plume height is directly pro-
portional to the energy released along the flame front; the plumes from these fires
reached 2.2 km and 2.5 km for the prescribed fires, and 5 km and 13 km for two wild-
fires. Emitted trace gases and aerosols that escape the BL have longer lifetimes, and25

are subject to long-range transport, with the potential to affect air quality far downwind
from the fire sources. Fire plumes above the BL have been detected over continental
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(Wotawa and Trainer, 2000; Duck et al., 2007; Colarco et al., 2004), intercontinental
(Honrath et al., 2004; Val Martin et al., 2006; Real et al., 2007), and even hemispheric
(Damoah et al., 2004; Dirksen et al., 2009) scales.

Recently, space-based observations of aerosols have been used to assess the fre-
quency distribution of smoke injection heights above the BL. Labonne et al. (2007), us-5

ing data from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) on board
the CALIPSO satellite, found that wildfire smoke tends to remain within the BL, and
lofting of emissions above the BL occurs rarely. In contrast, Kahn et al. (2008), using
data from the Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) instrument on board the
NASA Terra satellite, indicated that about 5–18% of the plumes reached the FT over10

Alaska and the Yukon Territories in 2004; the altitude of the observed plumes ranged
from a few hundred meters to 4.5 km above the terrain. The spatial coverage of MISR’s
multi-angle imaging is vastly greater than that of the CALIPSO lidar. On the other
hand, CALIPSO lidar has sensitivity to the vertical distribution of dispersed aerosol
away from sources, where MISR has none. As a result, CALIOP rarely observes the15

actual sources observed by MISR, but captures the boundary layer smoke that most
fires spread over the surrounding region. Thus, the disparity between the CALIOP and
MISR results is mostly due to differences in the spatial sampling and sensitivity of the
satellite instruments (Kahn et al., 2008), and highlights the complexities involved when
collecting representative fire plume height data over a variety of locations.20

Global and regional chemical transport models (CTMs) have been used to study
the impact of fire emissions on atmospheric composition and air quality. The use of
realistic injection heights for fire emissions is thus fundamental to accurately simulating
the transport pathways and chemical evolution of fire plumes. At present, it is unclear
how best to represent the vertical distribution of fire emissions in CTMs because of a25

lack of data with which to test the parameterizations. Often, a constant injection height
is assumed. In current CTMs, emissions are either released initially within the BL
(Lamarque et al., 2003; Colarco et al., 2004), released at specified altitudes based on
an empirical height-fire intensity relationship (Lavoue et al., 2000), mixed throughout
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the troposphere (Pfister et al., 2006), or a pre-selected fraction is released within and
above the BL (Leung et al., 2007; Turquety et al., 2007; Generoso et al., 2007; Hyer
et al., 2007). These later studies had to release about 50% of the emissions above
the BL to match downwind observations of CO or aerosols. Recently, some modeling
efforts have been made to embed a sub-grid plume-rise model scheme into to CMTs5

(Freitas et al., 2007; Guan et al., 2008), and to consider injection heights derived from
the MISR smoke plume height data of Kahn et al. (2008), for example Chen et al.
(2009). However, quantifying and modeling fire emission heights remains a difficult
task, because of the scarcity of plume height observations for validation.

In this paper, we present a multi-year record of aerosol smoke plume heights over10

North America, derived from observations made by the MISR instrument on board the
NASA Earth Observing System Terra satellite. These data are analyzed in combina-
tion with simultaneous measurements of fire radiative power (FRP) from the MODer-
ate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), also on board the Terra satellite,
and assimilated meteorological observations from the NASA Goddard Earth Observing15

System (GEOS). The objectives of this analysis are: a) to characterize typical smoke
plume heights from fires over different North American biomes; b) to assess the effect
of local atmospheric conditions and fire intensity on smoke vertical distribution; and c)
to determine the seasonal and inter-annual variation of plume smoke heights.

2 Methodology20

2.1 Aerosol Smoke Plume Physical Characteristics

Aerosol smoke plume heights from fires over North America were derived using stereo-
height retrievals of wildfire plumes obtained from the MISR instrument for the fire sea-
sons of 2002 and 2004–2007 (15 February 2002 to 15 November 2007). No plumes
were digitized in 2003; the goal of this work was to develop a 5-year climatology, and25

2003 had a much less active fire season than the other years. Both 2004 and 2005
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were high fire years in Alaska, whereas 2002 and 2004 were high fire years in Canada,
and 2006 and 2007 were high fires years in the lower 48 states. Fire characteristics
associated with the plumes were obtained from measurements of fire radiative power
from MODIS. The MISR Interactive eXplorer (MINX) analysis software package was
used to retrieve the physical parameters and develop the plume height climatology pre-5

sented in this work. Because MISR, MODIS and MINX have already been described
elsewhere (Diner et al., 1998; Kaufman et al., 1998; Nelson et al., 2008a, respectively),
only a brief summary of the most relevant aspects is presented below.

2.1.1 MISR and MODIS overview

The MISR instrument is aboard the NASA’s Earth Observing System Terra satellite10

(Diner et al., 1998), which flies in a near-polar, descending orbit with a dayside equator
crossing of about 10:30 local time. MISR acquires multi-angle radiance imagery from
a set of nine push-broom cameras, from −70◦ to +70◦ viewing angles, in-line with the
ground track of the satellite. The width of the MISR swath common to all 9 cameras
is about 380 km, enabling global coverage every 9 days at the equator and every 4–15

5 days over the boreal forests near 60◦. Atmospheric and surface property data are
acquired in four spectral bands in each camera: 446, 558, 672, and 866 nm. MISR’s
multiple view angles allow the retrieval of cloud, smoke plume, and other aerosol layer
heights above the terrain, as well as motion vectors, using stereoscopic methods, with
a typical vertical resolution of 500 m or better, and a horizontal resolution of 1.1 km,20

provided the cloud or aerosol contains features that can be identified in the multiple
views (Moroney et al., 2002; Muller et al., 2002; Kahn et al., 2007).

The MODIS sensor has middle- and long-wave infrared bands designed specifically
to observe actively burning fires (Kaufman et al., 1998; Giglio et al., 2003). Fire pixels
are 1 km2 in size at nadir. In addition, MODIS reports radiant energy flux, based on25

an interpretation of data from two 4-µm channels and one 11-µm channel (MODIS
bands 21, 22, and 31) (Justice et al., 2002; Kaufman et al., 2003). The instantaneous
radiant energy flux is derived by matching the MODIS measured fire temperature (T4)
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and background (T4b) at 4-µm with a blackbody curve (i.e. 4.34×10−19T8
4 − T8

4b), in

MW/km−2 or MW per pixel (Kaufman et al., 1998); it is used as an indicator of fire
intensity.

2.1.2 Smoke plume stereo-height digitization

Smoke plume heights were retrieved using the MINX tool (Nelson et al., 2008a). Plume5

digitization occurs in several steps, as shown in Fig. 1. First, MODIS fire pixels are
used to locate areas in the MISR field of view where plumes are likely to be found
(Fig. 1a). The MODIS level 2 fire products from Collection 4 and Collection 5 were
used to identify the fire locations. The source and the boundaries of each plume,
and the plume direction of transport are identified by the MINX user who digitizes the10

periphery of the plume core with the mouse (Fig. 1b). The transport direction is used
by the MINX algorithm to help compute the wind speed. During the analysis phase,
MINX automatically computes smoke heights, wind speeds and albedos. Figure 1c
shows the stereo-height points successfully retrieved within the plume core area.

MINX also reads aerosol properties (e.g. Angstrom exponent, single-scattering15

albedo) from the MISR aerosol standard product, and total fire radiative power (in MW)
and brightness temperatures from the MODIS thermal anomaly product. Further de-
tails about using MINX and processing the MISR and MODIS data are given by Nelson
et al. (2008a). More examples of digitized plumes can be found in Nelson et al. (2008d).
The MINX tool is available at http://www.openchannelfoundation.org/projects/MINX.20

In addition to the MINX plume heights, which must be digitized plume-by-plume,
there is a MISR standard stereo height product, which runs operationally on the entire
MISR data stream, but does not classify individual aerosol plumes, clouds, or other
features. The standard stereo product provides two types of heights: zero-wind and
wind-corrected heights. Zero-wind heights are determined assuming that disparities25

in features observed by the different camera views are caused entirely by the satellite
displacement or geometric parallax. Wind-corrected heights are determined by consid-
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ering the additional plume-displacement caused by the wind, the speed and direction of
which are determined from automated stereo processing of data from camera triplets.
Kahn et al. (2007) emphasize that the wind-corrected product is more accurate, al-
though it provides less spatial coverage.

MINX also provides zero-wind and wind-corrected height values. Figure 2 displays5

the number of wind-corrected stereo-height pixels per plume obtained from MINX, for
the MISR plume climatology used in this study. The median number of stereo-height
retrievals per plume is 33, and about 40% of the plumes have 50 or more stereo-height
retrievals. In Fig. 2, we also show the number of zero-wind stereo-height pixels per
plume, for comparison. Note that because MINX involves a human operator, the wind10

direction is prescribed from the plume morphology, and only the scalar wind speed is
derived.

The MINX tool also extracts aerosol heights for smoke clouds, i.e. regions of dis-
persed smoke that have no clear connection to a particular fire. In this case, the
sources of the fire(s) i.e. MODIS fire pixels are not available and the transport direction15

of the smoke cannot be determined. Hence, MINX cannot compute the wind speed,
and only zero-wind heights are retrieved. The smoke cloud zero-wind heights include
all heights that MINX retrieves successfully, including points very near to or on the
ground. To avoid this bias in the data, we removed stereo-heights digitized within 250 m
of the surface (i.e. zero-wind height–terrain height <250 m). This screening procedure20

excluded about 25% of the observations. In this paper, however, we report results from
the filtered and non-filtered smoke cloud heights. Fire properties associated with the
smoke clouds are obviously not available.

Using MINX to digitize smoke plumes and clouds is a relatively simple, if somewhat
labor intensive process. However, caution is required in the interpretation of the smoke25

stereo-height data, as bias and errors are inherent in the digitizing process. For exam-
ple, some smoke plumes and clouds potentially contain stereo-height retrievals from
clouds. Pyro-cumulus clouds intermingled with smoke were deliberately excluded, so
there may be a bias against cases of pyroconvection. Stereo-height retrievals from thin
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aerosols and over bright surfaces may be retrieved with low quality. The wind direction
may be determined incorrectly, or the wind direction may be along-track, in which case
the wind speed cannot be accurately derived from the MINX algorithm (this limitation
does not apply to the MISR operational stereo product).

An important limitation of the MISR plume data is related to the spatial and temporal5

systemic bias caused by the MISR instrument and the Terra orbit. MISR plume height
observations are limited to the Terra satellite overpass time, which is about 10:30 local
time at the equator. MISR overpass times, in the region of this study, range from about
11:10 to 13:45 local time, depending on plume location. Thus, a significant diurnal
bias is present in the plume heights; MISR overpass time does not coincide with the10

late afternoon maximum of fire intensity (Giglio et al., 2006; Ichoku et al., 2008). In
addition, the MISR instrument’s 380 km swath covers North America every 4–8 days.
This results in an under-sampling of fires, even though multiple plume heights are
recorded from the same fire and day. These potential sources of bias, and others,
are discussed in detail in Nelson et al. (2008c) and Kahn et al. (2008), and will be15

considered in the interpretation of the results below.
In this analysis, to minimize the potential effect of inherent errors and bias, we ex-

cluded plumes digitized with poor quality (Nelson et al., 2008b). This screening pro-
cedure removed plumes characterized by fewer than four height retrievals, those with
less than 10% of the digitized area covered by height retrievals, those with less than a20

10◦ difference between the plume direction and the satellite along-track direction, and
those showing large variability in the stereo-height values (i.e. when the standard de-
viation of retrieved heights divided by the mean of those values is above 0.45). This
excluded about 9% and 5% of the MISR digitized smoke plumes and clouds, respec-
tively, leaving a total sample size of 3367 smoke plumes and 243 smoke clouds. Our25

study includes the subset of 664 MISR plumes over Alaska and Yukon Territories in
2004 analyzed by Kahn et al. (2008). Figure 3 displays the locations of the smoke
plumes and clouds analyzed in this work.
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2.1.3 Plume height definition

The plume stereo-height retrievals show different vertical distributions in the atmo-
sphere, likely as a result of different plume-rise dynamics (Kahn et al., 2007; Nelson
et al., 2008d). The pixels of some plumes are normally distributed, whereas others are
skewed and present one (or more) modes, in which a large number of pixels are dis-5

tributed asymmetrically or in long tails. We used five definitions of plume height in the
analysis, to determine if our results depended on the definition of the plume height: (1)
the best estimated median height for each plume, i.e. median height after a plane is fit-
ted to all successful height points within the plume, after removing all points more than
1.5 standard deviations from the plane, the primary definition adopted by Kahn et al.10

(2008); (2) the mode height for each plume, i.e. the 250 m bin with the largest number
of pixels; (3) the average height for each plume, i.e. mean height of all height retrievals
within the plume; (4) the individual stereo-height retrievals for the entire dataset i.e. all
pixels from all plumes averaged together; and (5) the best estimated maximum height
for each plume, i.e. maximum height after a plane is fitted to all successful height points15

within a plume, after removing all points more than 1.5 standard deviations from the
plane. Figure 4a shows an example for a plume that is normally distributed in the ver-
tical, and highlights four definitions of plume heights (i.e. maximum, average, median
and mode). The best estimated median and maximum heights for each plume are
aimed at minimizing the potential bias from cloud contamination.20

Other physical characteristics of the plumes considered in this analysis are the length
and the thickness of the plume. The plume length is defined as the distance between
the first digitized stereo-height retrieval closest to the fire source and the farthest dig-
itized point (e.g. 52 km in Fig. 1); The plume thickness is the difference between the
best estimated maximum height and the height of the lowest observed stereo-height25

(e.g. 3500 m in Fig. 4a).
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2.2 Atmospheric Stability Conditions

We used assimilated meteorological observations from the GEOS model of the NASA
Global Modeling and Assimilation Office to determine the atmospheric stability struc-
ture at the locations of the plumes. The original GEOS fields had resolutions of
1◦ latitude by 1.25◦ longitude (GEOS-4) and 0.5◦ latitude by 0.67◦ longitude (GEOS-5

5) (Bloom et al., 2005; Rienecker et al., 2008). In this analysis, we used the fields that
were archived for running the GEOS-Chem global model, with degraded resolution of
2◦ latitude by 2.5◦ longitude. The temporal resolution of the data is 6 h (3 h for surface
variables and mixing depths). We extracted data from GEOS-4 for 2002 and 2004–
2006, and GEOS-5 for 2007. GEOS-4 has 55 vertical levels between the surface and10

0.01 hPa (including 5 levels up to 2 km), whereas GEOS-5 has 72 vertical levels, with
14 levels up to 2 km.

To assess the relationship between the vertical distribution of the smoke stereo-
height retrievals and the atmospheric structure, we derived the atmospheric stability
profiles at the location and time of the MISR plumes (Kahn et al., 2007). We con-15

sidered the atmospheric stability as the change in potential temperature with height
(Holton, 1992). Because of the coarse vertical resolution of the GEOS data and the
unequal spacing of the vertical levels of the model, the atmospheric stability values
were derived using a 3-point central difference approach centered at the mid-point be-
tween the GEOS model levels, that is,20

S0.5(i+1−i )=
θi+1-θi

zi+1-zi
, (1)

where S is the stability between the model levels, and θ and z are the potential tem-
perature and altitude at the model levels, respectively. The potential temperature was
calculated as:

θ=T (
Po
P

)R/Cp , (2)25
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in which T and P are the atmospheric temperature and pressure, respectively, at al-
titude z, Po is the surface pressure, R is the gas constant for dry air, and Cp is the
specific heat for dry air (Holton, 1992). Altitude levels were estimated from the pres-
sures at each model sigma layer (calculated from the local surface pressure) using the
US standard atmosphere. Temperature and pressure were available every 6 h, and5

these were interpolated to the time of the MISR overpass.
The height of the stable layer was defined as the height of the first inflection point in

the atmospheric stability profile, with the requirement that the stability was at least one
unit (i.e. 1 Kkm−1) larger than that at the layers above and below, or one and a half unit
(i.e. 1.5 Kkm−1) larger than that at the two layers above and below. The stable layer10

height is given above sea level. Figure 4b displays the atmospheric stability profile
at the location and time of the plume example in Fig. 4a. The height of a distinct
stable layer is noted in Fig. 4b. We considered the depth of the stable layer to be the
difference between the height of the top of the stable layer and the height of the bottom
of the stable layer (e.g. 2000 m in Fig. 4b, with the top height of about 5250 m and15

bottom height of 3250 m). For reference, the potential temperature profile with respect
to the model pressure levels is shown in Fig. 4c.

We used the boundary layer height as an additional indication of atmospheric sta-
bility. We extracted the boundary layer heights from the GEOS fields. In the GEOS
model, the height of the BL is given above the surface, and is defined as the height of20

the lowest layer in which the heat diffusivity falls below 2 m2 s−1. If the heat diffusivity in
the layers is less than 2 m2 s−1, GEOS sets the BL height as the height of the surface
layer (Lucchesi, 2007). Figure 4b shows the altitude of the BL as defined by GEOS. In
this case, the BL is plotted above sea level for consistency with the stable layer height.
The BL heights are provided every 3 h, and these were interpolated to the time of the25

MISR overpass. As a result of the disparity between the GEOS definition of BL height
and our definition of the stable layer height, in some cases the stable layer height is
lower than the BL height. This type of atmospheric structure is unrealistic, and we ex-
cluded these cases from the analysis. This resulted in the removal of about 7% of the
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plume cases studied in Sect. 3.2.2 and 3.3.
We used the aggregated GEOS resolution of 2◦ latitude by 2.5◦ longitude with 6 h

(and 3 h) time steps, as this is the typical spatial and temporal resolution used in global
CTMs. The coarse spatial resolution may introduce uncertainty in the atmospheric
stability calculation. The stability profiles derived from GEOS data were compared to5

those from a high-resolution model, the Brazilian adaptation of the Regional Atmo-
spheric Modeling System (BRAMS) (Pielke et al., 1992; Cotton et al., 2003; Sanchez-
Ccoyllo et al., 2006) applied to North America, as described by Miller et al. (2008). This
test was conducted for plume data from Alaska and the Yukon region in 2004 by Leung
et al. (2009). They found that the heights of the BL and the stable layers derived from10

the BRAMS fields agreed well with those from the GEOS fields.

3 Results and discussion

Figure 5 presents an overview of the five years of MISR plume heights. All median
heights above the terrain observed by MISR are shown as a time series, and bar plots
represent the distribution of the data by season and year.15

Significant variability is apparent in the data. A large number of factors may in-
fluence the plume height of smoke from fires. We analyze several aspects of the
data: the elevation of smoke above different biomes in North America, the relationship
between plume heights and atmospheric conditions, the relationship between plume
height and fire characteristics, and the seasonal and inter-annual variability of plume20

heights. These factors are not mutually independent, but provide a framework for the
discussion.

3.1 Plume heights of fire smoke emissions

Figure 6 displays the distribution of median heights above the terrain over eight biomes
for the five years of the study, and Fig. 3 shows the location of the biomes. We used25
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the MODIS land cover map at 1x1 km resolution (Friedl et al., 2002) to classify the
MISR plumes in eight biomes: seasonally-dry tropical, temperate and boreal forest, bo-
real and non-boreal shrubland, boreal and non-boreal grassland and cropland. These
biomes were chosen to allow significant numbers of plumes in the subsets for all years,
while providing regions having different fire characteristics. Table 1 summarizes the sta-5

tistical parameters for the heights, lengths and thicknesses for all the plumes in each
biome and for all observations.

The MISR plume heights range from a few hundred meters above the terrain to a
maximum of about 5000 m. The highest-altitude smoke plumes were detected over the
boreal biomes, with median heights of about 850 m, whereas the lowest median heights10

of about 530 m were found over cropland and grassland biomes in the contiguous US.
Similar conclusions are found with other definitions of plume height. For example,
the highest and lowest medians of the maximum plume heights were detected over
boreal forests (∼1200 m) and croplands (∼800 m), respectively. As observed by MISR,
smoke plumes over the boreal region were largest, with length and thickness median15

values of about 24 km and 940 m, respectively, whereas plumes over cropland and
seasonally-dry tropical forest were smallest, with length and thickness median values
of 12 km and 550–640 m, respectively. Variability in the observed plume heights and
shapes is the result of many factors, as plumes can be influenced by the type of burning
(e.g. prescribed burns versus wildfires), the type of fuel loading in a given biome, fire20

weather conditions (e.g. fuel moisture content), time of observation since ignition and
meteorological conditions (Lavoue et al., 2000; Trentmann et al., 2006; Luderer et al.,
2006; Freitas et al., 2007).

3.2 Relationship between plume height and atmospheric conditions

We first examine the relationship between smoke plume heights and boundary layer25

height. Second, we investigate the dependence of the smoke plume vertical distribution
on the atmospheric stability.
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3.2.1 Plume heights relative to boundary layer height

An analysis of the MISR observations from Alaska and Yukon Territories in the summer
of 2004 showed that 5–18% of the plumes were above the BL (Kahn et al., 2008). Here
we assessed the fraction of plumes that inject smoke above the BL for the entire five
years of data, using BL heights from the GEOS fields. The difference between the5

smoke plume heights and the BL height (Plume–BL height) was determined for five
definitions of plume height, as described in Sect. 2.1.3.

Figure 7 shows results for 2002 as an example. The histograms of (Plume–BL
height) are very similar for the median, mode, and average heights, as well as for
the individual heights, with a small tail of the distribution showing plume heights above10

the BL. A larger fraction of the maximum plume heights are above the BL. Table 2
summarizes similar statistics of all definitions of plume height for each year. Table 2
also includes the statistics for the smoke cloud heights. Following Kahn et al. (2008), a
smoke plume or cloud is considered to be in the free troposphere with high confidence
when the (Plume–BL) height difference is >500 m, to account for errors in both the15

MISR heights and the GEOS BL heights. This criterion was designed to be conserva-
tive and, as a consequence, may omit some observations in the FT. For reference, we
also include in Table 2 results when the (Plume–BL) height difference exceeds zero.

Table 2 shows that for any given year, the median, average, and mode of the plume
heights give similar results, in terms of both the peak of the distribution of (Plume–20

BL height) and the fraction of plumes above the BL. Depending on the year, each of
these definitions of plume height shows that the peak (defined by the median of the
histogram) is 0.32–0.53 km below the BL, and that 4–12% of the plumes are above
the BL. As expected, a higher fraction of maximum plume heights are above the BL,
15–28%. Similarly, a higher percentage of the individual height pixels in all plumes25

are above the BL (9–25%). An additional 12–22% (for the median, mode and average
height definitions) and 22–30% (for the maximum height definition) of the plumes are
located between the BL and 500 m above. As noted by Kahn et al. (2008), the best
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estimated median height (and similarly, the mode and average) is a more conservative
definition of each plume height, as it reduces the importance of larger plumes and
eliminates potential impacts from clouds that may be present above the smoke. Overall,
our results are consistent with those for the 2004 fire season over the boreal region 5–
18% (Kahn et al., 2008), and indicate that an important fraction of smoke plumes from5

the fires are injected above the BL at the time of the MISR overpass. Since the plumes
are typically 835 m thick (median of all plumes in Table 1), using the strict criterion
of 500 m implies that the entire thickness of the plume is, on average, well above the
BL or, in other words, that a substantial amount of the smoke from these plumes gets
injected into the FT.10

It is important to note that the digitization protocol used for the MINX analysis in-
tentionally excluded pyro-cumulus clouds. Hence, some plumes injected above the
BL may not be captured in this data-base. This source of bias is not expected to sig-
nificantly affect the results, as pyro-cumulus clouds develop fully late in the afternoon
(Fromm et al., 2005; Damoah et al., 2005), after MISR overpass time. Visual inspec-15

tion of the digitized MISR plumes in Alaska and the Yukon Territories for 2004 showed
pyro-cumulus to be present in less than 3% of the plumes for which the smoke reached
above 5500 m (Nelson et al., 2008b).

We evaluated the dependence of the fraction of plumes that inject smoke above the
BL on the biome and fire season, as shown in Fig. 8 for the average of the mean,20

median, and mode heights. The figure includes the maximum of the fraction derived
from the maximum and individual heights. It is clear that the fraction of plumes in the FT
varies substantially from year to year within most biomes. For example, in shrubland
biomes over the contiguous US the fraction in the FT ranged from an average of 3% in
2004 to 25% in 2002. This variability is associated mainly with year-to-year variations25

in fire intensity, as discussed in Sect. 3.4.2.
A relatively large fraction of plumes are above the BL in some years over grasslands

and croplands (e.g. 13% in 2006 over boreal grasslands). This larger fraction may
be caused in part by the limited number of observations. The techniques used here to
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detect plumes have greater sensitivity over dark surfaces such as forests (Nelson et al.,
2008b). For example, the number of plumes successfully digitized over boreal forests
was 10 times larger than over grassland in the contiguous US, even though fires are
easily detected by MODIS over cropland and grassland in the US (Ichoku et al., 2008;
Pu et al., 2007). However, the smoke from fires over these biomes sometimes breaks5

through the BL and reaches high altitudes, as recently demonstrated in an analysis
of Australian grassland fires using the more sensitive MISR research stereo-height
retrieval algorithm, rather than the MINX tool (Mims et al., 2009).

Table 2 also shows the heights of smoke clouds derived from MISR observations
relative to the BL. Smoke clouds generally represent a later stage of evolution of the10

smoke from fires, i.e. smoke that might have been lofted by advection or by convection
unrelated to the fire itself, and possibly transported some distance from its source
region (Nelson et al., 2008a). Table 2 shows that a larger fraction of smoke clouds
reached the FT than smoke plumes (∼35% versus 4–12% for the averaged-type height
definitions, and 71% versus 15–28% for the maximum height definition). It is likely that15

the smoke clouds are higher than the plumes because the latter are fresh emissions,
and fires are not at their maximum intensity at the time of the MISR overpass. Smoke
from the younger plumes may reach higher altitudes later in the day, as the fire intensity
increases in the late afternoon over North America (Giglio et al., 2006; Ichoku et al.,
2008) and advection driven by atmospheric processes has time to act on the smoke. It20

is interesting that the results from the smoke cloud analysis are more consistent with
previous modeling studies, which showed that about half of fire emissions need to be
injected above the BL to match CO and aerosol observations (Turquety et al., 2007;
Leung et al., 2007; Generoso et al., 2007). We emphasize that the MISR smoke cloud
observations – a relatively small dataset – may be biased towards dense smoke as25

it is easier to visualize by the MINX software operator, and that smoke cloud heights
have larger uncertainties (up to 1 km) than the smoke plume heights, as former are not
corrected for wind speed (Nelson et al., 2008b).
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3.2.2 Relationship between plume height and atmospheric stability

Kahn et al. (2007) showed that aerosol plumes tend to concentrate within stable layers,
regardless of the mixing mechanisms. Their work examined case studies of wildfire
plumes, as well as dust plumes and the plume from a volcanic eruption. Leung et
al. (2009) analyzed the relationship between atmospheric stability and the MISR smoke5

plumes over Alaska and the Yukon territories in 2004. They found that there was
a stable layer present for about 90% of the plumes. We found similar atmospheric
conditions at the locations of the fire plumes for the entire five-year dataset; 86% of the
plumes analyzed had stable layers associated with them; an example is shown in Fig. 4.
For those plumes above the BL, less than 17% did not present a distinct stable layer.10

We expand here on previous work and investigate the degree to which the presence of
stable layers in the atmosphere modulates the vertical distribution of the plumes. For
this purpose, we divided the plumes located above the BL into two categories, those
plumes with distinct stable layers present (i.e. “with stable layer”) and those plumes
without or with very weak stable layers (i.e. “without stable layer”). Table 3 summarizes15

the statistical parameters for each distribution for the median plume heights, all the
individual height retrievals and the thickness of the plumes. For comparison, we also
show the distribution of heights located within the BL (i.e. (Plume–BL height)<250 m).

We find that the mean height of plumes without stable layers is about 600 m higher
than those with stable layers, ∼2600 m vs. ∼2000 m. A nonparametric Wilcoxon Sum-20

rank and a Student t-test indicated that the two distributions and their means were
significantly different at the 0.01 level of significance. Similarly, the difference in the
individual height retrievals was about 350 m, and this difference is also statistically
significant. These results confirm that once the smoke from the fires reaches the FT,
the ultimate plume rise is dominated by the presence of stratified layers in atmospheric25

stability, as proposed by Kahn et al. (2007).
To verify that the presence of stable layers was responsible for the lower heights of

these plumes compared to those without such layers, we examined the difference be-
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tween the median height of each plume and the altitude of the corresponding stable
layer. The results are shown in Fig. 9. The median of these distributions of (Plume–
stable layer height) is in the range −0.4 to 0.3 km. Similar results are found if we use
the individual pixel heights. Table 3 indicates that plumes with stable layers exhibit a
median plume thickness of 1800 m, whereas plumes without stable layers are more5

spread in the troposphere, with a median thickness of 2790 m. Since the depth of the
stable layers is typically 1877 m (median for all stable layers), it is clear that smoke
plumes observed in the FT tend to remain confined within stable layers of the atmo-
sphere when they are present.

3.3 Dependence of plume height on fire characteristics10

We examined the relationship between MODIS FRP (i.e. a measure of the intensity of
the fire) and the MISR plume heights, as shown in Fig. 10 for the entire data set. It is
apparent that smoke plume heights are related to fire intensity in this log-log plot, but
there is significant scatter (r2=0.2). Similar relationships were found for each of the
eight biomes considered in the study. Several factors may contribute to this variability.15

The MODIS FRP values associated with the MISR plumes are measures of instan-
taneous fire radiative power, and these FRP values may not represent the full dynamic
state of the plume (Nelson et al., 2008a). Based on the wind speed determined from
the MISR data and assuming a constant rate of transport after formation, a typical time
for the development of the MISR plumes analyzed here is about 2 h (median for all20

plumes). Thus, a mismatch in MISR–MODIS timing can affect the plume height–FRP
relationship. Also, the presence of dense smoke may lead to underestimates of the
FRP values, and the FRP depends on the emissivity assumed in the retrieval, which
may vary depending on the fire dynamics (e.g. smoldering versus flaming) (Kahn et al.,
2007).25

The atmospheric structure affects the ultimate plume rise, as shown in Sect. 3.2.2. To
assess the effect of atmospheric conditions on the relationship between MODIS FRP
and MISR plume height, we analyzed subsets of the data, taking into consideration
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the depth of the BL and the presence of stable layers. Figure 11 displays the results
for four cases: plume observations within a shallow BL (i.e. BL <1000 m) and within a
deep BL (i.e. BL >1500 m) and observations in the FT with the presence of a distinct
stable layer and without or with a very weak stable layer. The mean and median MODIS
FRP is given for each case. It is clear that those plumes reaching the FT exhibit larger5

fire intensities than those located within the BL, with the median about 446–553 MW
higher. In addition, this analysis indicates that the depth of the BL and the existence
of stratified layers in the atmosphere influence the plume height, independent of the
fire intensity. For example, Figs. 11a and b show that no correlation exists with MODIS
FRP for shallow BL heights (r2<0.1), whereas a better correlation is present for plumes10

with deeper BL heights (r2=0.2) . Similarly, Fig. 11c shows that no correlation is found
for the plumes located in the FT with a stable layer (r2<0.1), whereas a fairly good
correlation (r2=0.5) is found for those plumes in the FT without a distinct stable layer
(Fig. 11d). Thus, the depth of the BL and the presence of a stable layer influence
the plume heights, and are partially responsible for the variability in the relationship15

between plume heights and fire intensity.
A preliminary study by Lavoue et al. (2000) proposed a linear relationship between

fire intensity and plume height. However, their conclusion was based on observations
of four experimental fires, and the fire intensity values were derived empirically from
data for fuel consumption and the rate of fire spread. The extensive data set analyzed20

here shows the importance of both fire intensity and stability of the atmosphere in
determining the plume height.

3.4 Temporal variability of plume heights

Here we examine the seasonality and inter-annual variability of the MISR plume height
and the MODIS FRP for different biomes. This analysis uses the median heights of the25

individual plumes.
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3.4.1 Seasonal variation

Figure 12 shows the annual cycle of plume heights and MODIS FRP for biomes with
more than 20 observations per month. It is evident that there is a pronounced seasonal
cycle of plume heights over the boreal biomes, with a minimum of the median plume
heights of 400–650 m in September–October and a maximum median of 1000–1400 m5

in May–July. Similarly, Fig. 12d–e show a clear seasonality in forest and shrubland
biomes over the US, with minimum median heights of 400–800 m in October–March
and maximum median heights of 900–1150 m in June–August. In contrast, over the
seasonally-dry tropical forests, plumes were detected in significant numbers only dur-
ing the dry season of March–June, with no seasonal variation Fig. 12f). The median10

FRP was relatively low, 50–90 MW in these four months. In some cases the monthly
medians may be influenced by the limited number of observations available in a given
year. For example, monthly median values of plume height and MODIS FRP over
temperate forests in June (950 m and 750 MW) were much higher than in July–August
(∼800 m and ∼200 MW) because observations in June were dominated by 11 fires de-15

tected over Colorado, Oregon and Arizona in 2002, which were very intense as a result
of unusually strong drought conditions (The Wilderness Society, 2003).

In Fig. 12f, the MODIS FRP shows a similar seasonal cycle to that of the plume
heights in all the biomes except the seasonally-dry tropical forest. Not surprisingly, the
annual variation of plume heights seems to be driven to a large extent by the annual20

cycle of fire intensity.
Several earlier studies found a seasonal variation in fire intensity over North America

(Giglio et al., 2006; Ichoku et al., 2008; Zhang and Kondragunta, 2008; Pu et al., 2007).
For example, based on multi-year FRP fluxes from the MODIS instrument on the Aqua
satellite, Ichoku et al. (2008) showed that the months with peak fire intensity are June–25

August over Alaska and Canada, and May–October and March–May over the western
US and Mexico, respectively; no distinct peak months were detected over the eastern
and central US, most likely because of the predominance of prescribed agricultural
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fires over these regions (Zhang and Kondragunta, 2008). Similarly, based on records
of area burned and number of fires over North America, it has been shown that the
maximum peak of fires occurs in June and July (Stocks et al., 2003; Kasischke et al.,
2005; Pu et al., 2007).

Seasonal changes in plume height may also be influenced by the seasonality in BL5

heights and in the occurrence of stable layers. Figure 13a–b show a distinct seasonal
cycle for the BL and stable layer heights (those above the BL) at the locations of the
MISR plumes for boreal and temperate biomes (i.e. forest, shrubland and grassland for
each). The BL height and, similarly, the stable layer heights are mostly driven by the
surface temperature, which is closely related to the solar intensity cycle (Stull, 1988).10

Figure 14a–b shows that the fraction of plumes above the BL over both boreal and
temperate biomes exhibits a seasonal cycle similar to that for the plume heights them-
selves, with the highest fraction of plumes above the BL in May–July and June–August,
respectively. Thus, the seasonality in the BL height is not the major factor driving the
seasonality in plume height, implying that the seasonality in fire intensity plays an im-15

portant role.
Fire intensity is well recognized to be driven by fire weather conditions (Lobert and

Warnatz, 1993). In the last decades, great efforts have been made to develop systems
that use fire weather parameters (e.g. fuel moisture, relative humidity, temperature,
wind speed) to predict fire behavior (e.g. rate of initial fire spread, head fire intensity)20

(Van Wagner, 1987; Burgan et al., 1997). Based on a large fire weather dataset over
Canada, and using the Canadian Fire Weather Index (FWI) model, Amiro et al. (2004)
showed that the maximum fire intensity (defined as head fire intensity, MW m−1) tends
to peak in June–July over the boreal cordillera and taiga shield ecozones (i.e. the re-
gions where most of the MISR plumes are located over Canada). The increased fire25

intensity over these months is the result of an increase on both the total fuel available
to burn and the initial spread index, which are functions of temperature, wind speed,
relative humidity and rain accumulation. Similar results appear in our preliminary anal-
ysis of fire weather indexes using the Canadian FWI model at the location of the MISR
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plumes.

3.4.2 Inter-annual variability

Figure 15 displays the inter-annual variability of plume heights over seasonally-dry
tropical forests, and temperate and boreal biomes. This classification captures approx-
imately the variability of fires over Mexico, the contiguous US, and Alaska and Canada,5

respectively. The inter-annual variability of MODIS FRP is also shown in Fig. 15b.
From Fig. 15a, it is clear that the plume heights vary from year-to-year over the boreal
and temperate biomes, as mentioned in Sect. 3.2.1, with all percentiles and medians
larger in 2002 and 2006. In contrast, no inter-annual variability is observed over trop-
ical forests. Figure 15b shows a direct relationship between the year-to-year changes10

in plume heights and in the MODIS FRP over the boreal region: the highest annual
median MODIS FRP values coincide with the highest annual median MISR height val-
ues. However, this inter-annual MODIS FRP–MISR height relationship is not apparent
for the temperate biomes.

One might expect that those years with the largest fire intensity would coincide15

with the most active fire seasons. However, this is not the case. According to
the US and Canada National Interagency Fire Center (http://www.cidi.org/wildfire and
http://www.ciffc.ca), the most active fire seasons over the contiguous US were years
2006 and 2007, with about 3.9 and 3.6 million hectares burned, respectively, and sea-
sons 2004 and 2007 over the North American boreal region, with about 6.6 and 6.1 mil-20

lion hectares burned, respectively. The mismatch among area burned, MODIS FRP
and MISR plume height is not surprising. Area burned is reported as totals by state
or province, and the MISR plume climatology, although extensive, does not include
plumes from all seasons and regions, as noted above. In addition, large, intense fires
typically develop during late afternoon (Damoah et al., 2005), and plumes from these25

fires are not always observed by MISR.
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4 Summary and Conclusions

Observations of aerosol plume heights and fire radiative power made from the MISR
and MODIS instruments, respectively, over North America during five burning seasons
were used to characterize the magnitude and variability of smoke plume heights over
various biomes, and to assess the degree to which local atmospheric and fire condi-5

tions contribute to this variability.
Analysis of the MISR plume climatology shows that plume heights are highly vari-

able over different North American biomes, with heights ranging from a few hundred
meters up to about 5000 m above the terrain, when observed between 11:00 and
14:00 local time. The highest and largest plumes were detected over the boreal re-10

gion (median values of ∼850 m height, 24 km length and 940 m thickness), whereas the
lowest and smallest plumes were found over cropland and grassland fires in the con-
tiguous US (median values of ∼530 m height, 12 km length and 550–640 m thickness).
Using GEOS BL heights, we determined that 4–12% of the plumes were injected above
the BL (i.e. Plume–BL height >500 m), depending on the year; an additional 12–22%15

of the plumes were located between the BL and 500 m above. The fraction of plumes
above the BL varied substantially from year to year within each biome. This result is
consistent with that of Kahn et al. (2008), in which 5–18% of plumes were injected
above the BL over Alaska and the Yukon Territories in 2004, and indicates that an im-
portant fraction of smoke plumes from the fires was injected above the BL at the time20

of MISR overpass. The actual plume height and the fraction of smoke plumes above
the BL may grow even larger later in the afternoon, as the MISR plume heights are
limited to the overpass time of the Terra satellite, when fires have not yet reached their
maximum intensity.

Analysis of MISR smoke clouds, which constitute a later stage of smoke plume evo-25

lution, shows that the fraction above the BL is much larger (∼35%). This result was
more consistent with previous modeling studies, which showed that more than 50% of
the emissions from extra-tropical fires need to be injected above the BL to match down-
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wind CO and aerosol observations (Leung et al., 2007; Turquety et al., 2007; Generoso
et al., 2007). We suggest that smoke clouds are at higher elevations, on average, than
plumes because smoke from the younger plumes may reach higher altitudes later in
the day, as fire intensity increases in the late afternoon (Giglio et al., 2006; Ichoku et al.,
2008), or due to advection driven by atmospheric motions unrelated to the fire itself,5

that have more time to act on the smoke.
Associated simultaneous measurements of MODIS FRP indicate a clear connection

between radiative fire heat flux and plume height (on a log-log scale). Plumes that
break through the BL and reach the FT exhibit larger FRP values than those that remain
in the BL, with the median about 500 MW higher (621–639 MW vs. 86–175 MW). The10

ultimate rise of the plume and vertical distribution of the smoke in the FT was dominated
by the presence of stable layers in the atmosphere; most plumes (>83%) located above
the BL are associated with a stable atmospheric layer. Plumes located in the FT without
or with weak stable layers reach higher elevations than those with distinct stable layers,
2600 versus 2000 m (reported median of heights). In addition, the plumes without15

stable layers were more vertically spread-out (median thickness of 2790 m) relative to
those plumes with stable layers (median thickness of 1800 m). Since the typical stable
layer depth is 1877 m, similar to the plume thickness, and the median of the (Plume–
stable layer height) distribution was near zero, these results confirm that smoke plumes
tend to get trapped within stable layers in the FT when they are present, as proposed20

by Kahn et al. (2007).
The MISR plume data reveal the presence of a well-defined seasonal cycle in the

plume heights in boreal and temperate biomes, with larger heights during the summer
months. The higher plumes in summer were not simply a result of higher BL heights,
as the fraction of plumes above the BL tends to be larger in summer. Using MODIS25

FRP measurements, we determined that larger summertime heights were the result of
higher fire intensities. We attributed the increased fire intensity during these months
to more severe fire weather (Amiro et al., 2004). The inter-annual variability of plume
heights is also related to changes in fire intensity, in particular in boreal biomes. As
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a result of climate change, more frequent and more severe wildfires are expected,
which may result in an increase in wildfire emissions (Stocks et al., 1998; Flannigan
et al., 2000; Spracklen et al., 2009) and also in the altitude at which these emissions
are injected into the atmosphere. Therefore, the influence of wildfire emissions may
become even more extensive in the future.5

Global chemical transport models typically assume that emissions travel upward to
a constant, pre-fixed altitude, using an empirical relationship such as that given in
Lavoue et al. (2000), or emissions are uniformly distributed above or below the BL (e.g.
Lamarque et al., 2003; Turquety et al., 2007). These simple parameterizations are
independent of the atmospheric stability structure and dynamical heat flux.10

Our analysis demonstrates the significant variability in smoke injection heights and
the important effect of both the buoyancy generated by the fire and the atmospheric
structure in determining the ultimate rise of these emissions. Neglecting these effects
is a potential source of error in CTM simulations. Plume-resolving models can take into
account the buoyancy driven by the fire heat, combined with finer-scale meteorology15

processes (Freitas et al., 2006). The 1-D plume-rise model presented by Freitas et al.
(2006) has been embedded in a regional model (Freitas et al., 2007) and in a global
model (Guan et al., 2008) for exploratory case studies in the tropics. Recently, Chen
et al. (2009) used the observed MISR plume heights over the boreal region in 2004
(Kahn et al., 2008) to derive fire emission injection heights for the global GEOS-Chem20

chemical transport model. The match between the model and surface aerosol and CO
measurements near the fire source was improved by using the MISR-derived injection
heights. However, this did not significantly enhance the accuracy of the simulation in
downwind regions, possibly because the injection heights used were those reached by
the plumes at the MISR overpass time. In future work, we will quantitatively relate the25

MISR plume height, radiative energy flux observed by MODIS and atmospheric stability
structure using a 1-D plume-rise model to develop a non-computationally expensive
parametrization of fire emissions injection heights for CTMs.
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Table 1. Summary of statical parameters for the MISR plume physical characteristics for each
biome and for all observations a.

Biomes Plume Median Height (m) Plume Length (km) Plume Thickness (m) N
Mean ± SD Median Mean ± SD Median Mean ± SD Median

Trop Forest 744±438 659 15.2±11.0 12.1 752 ±514 639 230
Temp Forest 781±544 642 22.9±8.8 17.6 828 ±653 669 399
Boreal Forest 1040±646 879 29.8±22.1 23.5 1100±703 952 872
Boreal Shrub 961±558 826 29.0±19.7 23.6 1050±638 931 1095

Non-Boreal Shrub 910±650 730 19.3±17.4 14.2 883±752 685 340
Boreal Grass 969±538 830 25.6±14.9 23.7 1060±603 940 91

Non-Boreal Grass 776±755 510 22.9±15.1 19.3 763±677 531 90
Cropland 691±408 558 14.5±8.3 12.3 625±468 547 158
All plumes 922±586 771 25.7±19.8 20.0 970±670 835 3367

a Reported are mean and standard deviation (SD), median, and number (N) of plume median heights (m), plume length
(km) and plume thickness (m).
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Table 2. Summary of the MISR smoke height statistics for 2002, 2004–2007 over North Amer-
ica a.

Smoke Plumes Smoke
Distribution 2002 2004 2005 2006 2007 Cloudsb

Median–PBL
Median −0.32 −0.32 −0.47 −0.38 −0.48 −0.14 (−0.34)

% >0 km 32 25 18 29 22 46 (40)
% >0.5 km 10 7 5 12 7 35 (32)

N 404 1074 919 437 533 227
Mode–PBL

Median −0.34 −0.36 −0.48 −0.39 −0.53 −0.22 (−0.41)
% >0 km 30 24 17 27 21 47 (39)

% >0.5 km 11 7 5 9 8 36 (30)
N 404 1074 919 438 533 227

Avg–PBL
Median −0.32 −0.32 −0.47 −0.39 −0.48 −0.13 (−0.34)

% >0 km 30 24 16 28 20 45 (41)
% >0.5 km 11 6 4 10 7 34 (29)

N 404 1074 919 438 533 227
Max–PBL

Median −0.2 0.01 −0.17 0 −0.19 1.4 (0.39)
% >0 km 55 50 38 50 40 86 (61)

% >0.5 km 25 23 15 28 18 71 (48)
N 404 1174 919 438 438 227

All Ind–PBL
Median −0.32 −0.22 −0.43 −0.03 −0.24 0.45 (−0.17)

% >0 km 34 36 23 48 38 62 (46)
% >0.5 km 14 16 9 25 17 49 (36)

N 56477 98813 83111 33591 34323 66929 (90714)

a Reported are median (in km), number (N) of MISR observations and percentage of plumes above BL (% >0 km) and
above 500 m from the BL (% >0.5 km).
b Smoke cloud data is reported for filtered and non-filtered (in parentheses). (See text for explanation).
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Table 3. Statistics of plume height and thickness distribution above and below the boundary
layera.

Plume Median Heights Individual Height Retrievals Plume Thickness
Mean ± SD Median N Mean ± SD Median N Mean ± SD Median N

Above BLb:
w/Stable Layer 1980±696 1880 186 2370±757 2280 35 173 1870±899 1800 186
w/o Stable Layer 2580±815 2490 38 2640±957 2620 7253 2490±1150 2790 38
Below BLb 673±342 591 2032 731±392 642 158 600 768±508 664 2032

a Reported are mean and standard deviation (SD), median, and number (N) of plume median heights, individual height
retrievals and plume thickness, in meters.
b “Above BL” are observations when (Plume -BL height)>500 m; “Below BL” are observations when (Plume-BL
height)<250 m.
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X - 44 VALMARTIN ET AL.: NORTH AMERICAN SMOKE FIRE PLUME HEIGHTS

Figure 1. Example of a MISR plume over central Alaska in 2002: (a) MISR nadir visible

image of the smoke with the associated MODIS thermal fire pixels superposed (red dots);

(b) MISR plume with the digitized core periphery (green cross symbols). The transport

direction of the plume is shown with a yellow arrow; (c) Stereo-heights calculated and

superposed on the plume image by the MINX tool; (d) Cross-sectional plot of the wind-

corrected stereo-heights as a function of the distance from the fire (blue circles). Terrain

heights are shown as green squares.
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Fig. 1. Example of a MISR plume over central Alaska in 2002: (a) MISR nadir visible image
of the smoke with the associated MODIS thermal fire pixels superposed (red dots); (b) MISR
plume with the digitized core periphery (green cross symbols). The transport direction of the
plume is shown with a yellow arrow; (c) Stereo-heights calculated and superposed on the
plume image by the MINX tool; (d) Cross-sectional plot of the wind-corrected stereo-heights
as a function of the distance from the fire (blue circles). Terrain heights are shown as green
squares.
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Figure 2. Histogram of wind-corrected (solid line) and zero-wind (dashed line) stereo-

height retrievals per plume. A few data points having more than 750 height retrievals are

not shown, to better illustrate the distribution of data values (48 wind-corrected and 99

zero-wind plume heights were eliminated.)
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Fig. 2. Histogram of wind-corrected (solid line) and zero-wind (dashed line) stereo-height re-
trievals per plume. A few data points having more than 750 height retrievals are not shown,
to better illustrate the distribution of data values (48 wind-corrected and 99 zero-wind plume
heights were eliminated.)
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X - 46 VALMARTIN ET AL.: NORTH AMERICAN SMOKE FIRE PLUME HEIGHTS

Figure 3. Locations of the MISR-derived plume heights over North America for 2002,

and 2004–2007 are plotted as black dots. Also shown is the spatial distribution of MODIS

land cover-based biomes.
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Fig. 3. Locations of the MISR-derived plume heights over North America for 2002, and 2004–
2007 are plotted as black dots. Also shown is the spatial distribution of MODIS land cover-
based biomes.
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Figure 4. Example of (a) vertical distribution of stereo-height pixels of a smoke plume,

(b) atmospheric stability and (c) potential temperature profiles at the time and location

of the smoke plume. Names to the right of the histogram in (a) indicate the altitudes of

four plume height definitions: ”maximum” is the best estimated maximum height, ”avg.”

is the average height, ”median” is the best estimated median height and ”mode” is the

mode height. The stereo-height pixels are given in 250 m bins. Horizontal gray lines

indicate the stable layer height (dashed line) and the boundary layer height (solid line);

black dots indicate the altitude levels in (b) and the GEOS pressure levels in (c).”
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Fig. 4. Example of (a) vertical distribution of stereo-height pixels of a smoke plume, (b) atmo-
spheric stability and (c) potential temperature profiles at the time and location of the smoke
plume. Names to the right of the histogram in (a) indicate the altitudes of four plume height
definitions: “maximum” is the best estimated maximum height, “avg.” is the average height,
“median” is the best estimated median height and “mode” is the mode height. The stereo-
height pixels are given in 250 m bins. Horizontal gray lines indicate the stable layer height
(dashed line) and the boundary layer height (solid line); black dots indicate the altitude levels in
(b) and the GEOS pressure levels in (c).
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Figure 5. Time series of plume heights observed by MISR over North America in

2002, and 2004–2007. Each data point represents the median height above the terrain for

smoke plumes (in blue circles) and smoke clouds (in black triangles). Bar plots indicate

the distribution of the smoke plume data for each season and year. The medians (red

circles) and the means (black squares) are shown along with the central 67% (light blue

box) and the central 95% (thin black lines). The number of observations (in black) and

the median heights (in red) included in each distribution are given at the top of the plot.

D R A F T September 21, 2009, 12:25pm D R A F T

Fig. 5. Time series of plume heights observed by MISR over North America in 2002, and
2004–2007. Each data point represents the median height above the terrain for smoke plumes
(in blue circles) and smoke clouds (in black triangles). Bar plots indicate the distribution of the
smoke plume data for each season and year. The medians (red circles) and the means (black
squares) are shown along with the central 67% (light blue box) and the central 95% (thin black
lines). The number of observations (in black) and the median heights (in red) included in each
distribution are given at the top of the plot.
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Figure 6. Distribution of the median height above the terrain in each biome (see

Figure 3 for spatial distribution of the biomes). Bar plots indicate the distribution of

the data. The medians (red circles) and the means (black squares) are shown along with

the central 67% (color coded box) and the central 95% (thin black lines). Data that fall

outside the bar plots are plotted with black circles.

D R A F T September 21, 2009, 12:25pm D R A F T

Fig. 6. Distribution of the median height above the terrain in each biome (see Fig. 3 for spatial
distribution of the biomes). Bar plots indicate the distribution of the data. The medians (red
circles) and the means (black squares) are shown along with the central 67% (color coded box)
and the central 95% (thin black lines). Data that fall outside the bar plots are plotted with black
circles.
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Figure 7. Histogram of (Plume–BL height) for the 2002 North America plumes for

five definitions of plume height: best estimated median height (black), mode height (red),

average height (blue) and best estimated maximum height (green), for each plume, and

all individual smoke height retrievals (purple).

D R A F T September 21, 2009, 12:25pm D R A F T

Fig. 7. Histogram of (Plume–BL height) for the 2002 North America plumes for five definitions
of plume height: best estimated median height (black), mode height (red), average height (blue)
and best estimated maximum height (green), for each plume, and all individual smoke height
retrievals (purple).
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Figure 8. Percentage of plumes above the BL for each year and biome. Bar plots

indicate the mean of [Plume–BL Height]> 0.5 km for the median, mode and average

heights, i.e., the mean of these statistics is shown; vertical black lines connect each mean

to the maximum between the maximum and individual [Plume–BL Height]> 0.5 km

values, i.e., the largest of all statistics calculated (see text for explanation). Distributions

having fewer than 15 plumes are omitted.

D R A F T September 21, 2009, 12:25pm D R A F T

Fig. 8. Percentage of plumes above the BL for each year and biome. Bar plots indicate the
mean of [Plume–BL Height]>0.5 km for the median, mode and average heights, i.e., the mean
of these statistics is shown; vertical black lines connect each mean to the maximum between
the maximum and individual [Plume–BL Height]>0.5 km values, i.e. the largest of all statistics
calculated (see text for explanation). Distributions having fewer than 15 plumes are omitted.
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Figure 9. Distribution of plume median heights (light red) and individual heights

(light blue) located in the FT (see text for explanation) for plumes with stable layers.

The medians (red circles) and the means (black squares) are shown along with the central

67% (light blue or red box) and the central 90% (thin black lines). The percentage of

observations (in black) and the median height(in km; red) included in each distribution

are given above the bar plots.
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Fig. 9. Distribution of plume median heights (light red) and individual heights (light blue) located
in the FT (see text for explanation) for plumes with stable layers. The medians (red circles) and
the means (black squares) are shown along with the central 67% (light blue or red box) and the
central 90% (thin black lines). The percentage of observations (in black) and the median height
(in km; red) included in each distribution are given above the bar plots.
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Figure 10. Relationship between MISR median plume heights and MODIS total fire

radiative power (FRP) for the 5-year data set. The regression line was calculated using a

geometric mean (reduced major axis) two-sided regression technique [Ayers , 2001].
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Fig. 10. Relationship between MISR median plume heights and MODIS total fire radiative
power (FRP) for the 5-year data set. The regression line was calculated using a geometric
mean (reduced major axis) two-sided regression technique (Ayers, 2001).
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D R A F T September 21, 2009, 12:25pm D R A F T

Fig. 11. Relationship between MISR observed medium plume heights and MODIS total fire
radiative power for (a) observations in shallow BL, (b) observations in deep BL, (c) observations
in FT with stable layer and (d) observations in FT without stable layer. (See text for explanation.)
Regression lines for correlations with r2 below 0.2 are not shown. The slope was calculated
using a geometric mean (reduced major axis) two-sided regression technique (Ayers, 2001).
Numerals in dark gray indicate the mean (median) of the MODIS FRP observations (MW) for
each distribution.
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Caption included in next page

D R A F T September 21, 2009, 12:25pm D R A F T

Fig. 12. Seasonal cycle of MISR plume median heights above the terrain (in solid black circles)
and MODIS FRP (in solid dark gray squares) for (a) boreal forest, (b) boreal shurbland, (c)
boreal grassland, (d) temperate forest, (e) temperate shrubland and (f) seasonally-dry tropical
forest. All years are included, and symbols represent monthly median values and vertical bars
indicate the 10th and 90th percentile. Distributions with fewer than 15 points are omitted.
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Figure 13. Seasonal variability of BL heights (in solid black circles) and stable layer

heights (in solid dark gray squares) for (a) boreal biomes and (b) temperate biomes.

Symbols represent monthly median values and vertical bars indicate the 10th and 90th

percentile.
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Fig. 13. Seasonal variability of BL heights (in solid black circles) and stable layer heights (in
solid dark gray squares) for (a) boreal biomes and (b) temperate biomes. Symbols represent
monthly median values and vertical bars indicate the 10th and 90th percentile.
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Figure 14. Seasonal variation of the percentage of plumes above the BL for (a)

boreal biomes and (b) temperate biomes. Bar plots indicate the mean of [Plume–BL

Height]> 0.5 km for the median, mode and average height values; the vertical black lines

connect each mean to the maximum between the maximum and individual [Plume–BL

Height]> 0.5 km values (see text for explanation). Distributions with fewer than 15

plumes are omitted.
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Fig. 14. Seasonal variation of the percentage of plumes above the BL for (a) boreal biomes
and (b) temperate biomes. Bar plots indicate the mean of [Plume–BL Height]>0.5 km for the
median, mode and average height values; the vertical black lines connect each mean to the
maximum between the maximum and individual [Plume–BL Height]>0.5 km values (see text for
explanation). Distributions with fewer than 15 plumes are omitted.
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Figure 15. Inter-annual variability of (a) MISR plume median heights above the terrain

and (b) MODIS FRP, for seasonally-dry tropical forest, and temperate and boreal biomes.

Bar plots indicate the distribution of the data for each year. The medians (black circles)

and the means (gray squares) are shown along with the central 67% (color coded box)

and the central 95% (thin black lines). Distributions with fewer than 25 data points are

not shown. Note that year 2003 is left as a blank gap in the plot.
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Fig. 15. Inter-annual variability of (a) MISR plume median heights above the terrain and (b)
MODIS FRP, for seasonally-dry tropical forest, and temperate and boreal biomes. Bar plots
indicate the distribution of the data for each year. The medians (black circles) and the means
(gray squares) are shown along with the central 67% (color coded box) and the central 95%
(thin black lines). Distributions with fewer than 25 data points are not shown. Note that year
2003 is left as a blank gap in the plot.
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